New Job Positions at Skaftárhreppur Canteen
Skaftárhreppur is advertising the following jobs available for application at Skaftárhreppur's canteen, which is scheduled
to start operating on 1 March. The canteen will have facilities for cooking at primary school facility (Kirkjubæjarskóli
á Síðu), but will also have staff in Klausturhólar's kitchen for serving and preparing light meals. There are a total of 4.8
full-time equivalent positions to apply for, but it is possible to divide it into different job ratios and work will be done
in shifts. The jobs in question are as follows:
Full time position: the cook
The cook oversees the operation of the Skaftárhreppur canteen, takes care of shift planning and trains other employees
in quality and hygiene methods. The operation of the canteen includes purchasing, cooking (hot food), baking, packaging
and transporting food between institutions. The work of the cook is done on weekdays.
Education and qualification requirements







Exam in cooking desirable
Quality and hygiene training in the production and distribution of food
Extensive experience and knowledge in cooking and serving
Great communication skills and organizational skills
Management experience desirable
Skills in the Icelandic language desirable

Full time position: The cook‘s assistant
Assists with general work in the Skaftárhreppur canteen according to the instructions and instructions of the cook and
is the deputy cook in his absence. The work of the assistant is done in shifts. He or she Supervises the kitchen and
cooking on weekends and holidays.
Education and qualification requirements





Training in quality and hygiene in the production and distribution of food
Experience in this field desirable
Interpersonal skills
Independent work attitude

2.8 full-time equivalent: Canteen staff worker
Assist with general work in the Skaftárhreppur canteen according to instructions given by the cook. Takes care of
service, helps with cooking, cleaning and scrubbing the kitchen and dining room of Klausturhólar and the school canteen
as well etc. - consulting that with the supervisor.
Education and qualification requirements





Training in quality and hygiene in the production and distribution of food
Experience in this field desirable
Interpersonal skills
Independent work attitude

Salaries are according to a wage agreement between the Association of Icelandic Municipalities (Samband Íslenskra
Sveitarfélaga) and the relevant trade union. Further information is provided by Sandra Brá Jóhannsdóttir, mayor, to the
e-mail address sveitarstjori@klaustur.is
The application deadline is February, the 1st. and applications should be sent to the e-mail address:
sveitarstjori@klaustur.is or to the municipality's office.

